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INVZI GaN 2x USB-C Wall Charger, 45W, EU (Black)
The 45W INVZI charger combines the latest GaN II technology with an elegant, compact design and features 2 USB-C ports. It allows for
fast charging of 2 devices simultaneously using Samsung Super Fast Charging 2.0 technology. It also maintains a low temperature and
intelligently distributes power, ensuring the safety of your connected devices.
 
Fast Charging Technology
The use of GaN II technology enables fast and efficient charging. Devices supporting Samsung Super Fast Charging 2.0 can be charged at
a maximum power of 45W, resulting in minimal waiting time and maximum efficiency.
 
Charging 2 Devices Simultaneously
2 USB-C ports made of aluminum not only enhance the charger's aesthetics but also allow you to charge 2 devices at the same time. This
feature greatly simplifies daily energy management and saves you time.
 
Wide Compatibility
The INVZI charger is compatible with the latest Samsung models, including Galaxy S23 Ultra, S23+, S23/A53/A23/A03, Galaxy Z Fold5/4,
Galaxy Z Flip5/4, Galaxy Tab S9/S8/S7+, as well  as Galaxy Buds 2 Pro/Buds 2/Buds Live and the Galaxy Watch6/5 Pro/Watch5/Watch4
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series. It also supports iPhones from the 14/13/12 series, iPads Pro/Air/Mini, MacBook Air Pro, and watches. Additionally, it is compatible
with Nintendo Switch and Google Pixel 7/6/Pixel 5 smartphones.
 
Intelligent Power Distribution
Dynamic power distribution enhances the safety and efficiency of charging. When one port is in use, the power is a maximum of 45W.
When both ports are in use, the power is distributed accordingly to provide optimal charging for each connected device.
 
Low Temperature at Maximum Efficiency
Thanks to the GaN II  technology, the charger maintains a low temperature even at maximum load. As a result,  you can enjoy greater
safety and longer lifespan for your devices.
 
Compact and Portable Design
The compact design of the charger (40.3 x 39 x 30 mm) makes it an ideal solution for people on the go. You can easily fit it into any bag
or backpack.
 
	Manufacturer
	INVZI
	Model
	GH4512EU
	Ports
	2x USB-C
	Plug Type
	EU
	Power
	45W (max.)
	Color
	Black

Price:

€ 26.00
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